Offsite Data Backup powered by IBM

®

Tivoli®

Further protect your business-critical data from potential disasters.

Essential Disaster Recovery Solution
Data drives business. Taking additional precautions to protect and maintain access to that data is Step One for recovering
from any IT infrastructure disaster* - especially those that affect an entire building or area. Lost or inaccessible data not only
destroys websites and applications, it drastically delays the recovery of business. That is, if a business can recover from such
an event.

DAILY DATACENTER-TO-DATACENTER DATA REPLICATION
PEER 1 Hosting’s Offsite Data Backup, powered by IBM’s Tivoli® software, mitigates the impact of disasters upon businesses.
As a supplement to our standard Tivoli Daily Backup, Cristie BMR and Tivoli Database Protection, Offsite Data Backup
automatically replicates your primary backup dataset to another, geographically remote PEER 1 datacenter. Should a disaster
affect the primary facility, you have the option of restoring that data to servers housed within the secondary datacenter.
Geographic data diversity and convenience like this is a critical to many IT disaster recovery and business continuity plans.
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Offsite Data Backup automatically replicates
your primary backup dataset to another,
geographically remote PEER 1 datacenter.
Your primary datacenter where your servers are
located will determine the secondary datacenter
where your offsite backup occurs.
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In the event of a disaster, we can restore that data
to servers you provision inside that secondary
datacenter to keep your site up and running.

Benefits
Essential to Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity. Less lost data translates into less lost time and revenue
at a pivotal moment. Data restoration to servers only requires a support ticket to mypeer1.com.

Built Upon Proven and Reliable Technologies. Built upon PEER 1 Hosting’s world-class datacenter infrastructure
and FastFiber Network, our Offsite Data Backup is powered by IBM’s powerful and dependable Tivoli software solution.
Written to fast and reliable EMC SAN storage, your information is trusted to the most capable technologies available to IT
departments. And that translates into peace of mind.

*A disaster is defined as an outage of power, network or infrastructure that is predicted to last over 40 hours. Once PEER 1 Hosting has
declared a disaster at your server’s location, you will be notified as soon as possible by email from PEER 1 Hosting support.

Benefits continued from previous page
No-worries, Daily Replication of Data. Your offsite backups run automatically and dependably every day. One hour
after your onsite backup is completed, your offsite backup commences and is vigilantly overseen by our teams of backup
experts.

Ability to Self-Monitor Your Backups. Even as an automated process running behind the scenes, we aim to make

your backup history as transparent as possible. While PEER 1 Hosting continually monitors the state of your backups, you can
always review your backup usage in real time to track for potential overages via the customer portal at mypeer1.com.

Additional Storage Comes Standard. An additional 50 GB of storage at the secondary datacenter comes standard

with our Offsite Data Backup solution. Current files are backed up, as well as up to 6 previous versions of that file. When files
are deleted, the last active version is backed up and previous versions are removed. If you need more space, you can always
purchase additional blocks of storage as you see fit.

Restore Data at a Remote Site. Our Offsite Data Backup solution provides you with the option of restoring data to
servers in the remote datacenter where your offsite backup resides. PEER 1 Hosting can provision servers to be available to
go online with the restored data at the time of the primary datacenter’s failure. If you have not chosen to maintain a server at
the secondary datacenter, one can be purchased at restoration time.
No Performance Impact on Your Servers. Your server’s performance is never compromised by the backup process
in the least. No additional load is placed on your hardware since replication occurs entirely by the Tivoli system on backup
servers. As an additional bonus, the bandwidth required for the transfer is included at no charge.

FastFiber Network™. Our FastFiber Network ensures the optimal performance and security of your hosting

infrastructure, along with your business critical data. All 17 of our datacenters and all 21 points of presence are connected
by over 15,000 miles of fast fiber through a series of dedicated links. We strengthen that with peering relationships with over
1,050 networks and multiple Tier 1 upstream providers. This delivers faster and more reliable performance for data transfer
between datacenters—backed by our zero network downtime guarantee.

Unlimited FirstCall Support™. FirstCall Support means you have to make only one call to us to be certain of a rapid
resolution. We do that through our talented support team, formed by level II and III system administrators with an average of
five years of tenure with us. And that team is available to all our Managed Hosting customers, every minute of every day.

CONTACT US TODAY
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Call us at 1.866.579.9690
Go to www.peer1.com and chat with an online sales assistant.
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